ELECTRIC Height Adjustable Wardrobe Lifting Systems - ELECTRIC Operation

- The system moves **out and down** at the touch of a button - electric operation
- Clothes can be accessed in a **standing or seated** position - improves accessibility
- Assists people of all ages and with varying needs and abilities - **increases usability**
- Helps to minimise the possible risk of injury - **by reducing the need for steps and ladders**
- **Practical solution** - helping to reduce barriers and better utilise existing space
- Can be fitted into **NEW or EXISTING** fixed/built-in or walk-in wardrobes
- **Two sizes** to choose from - fits wardrobes widths measuring 60-90cm or 100-160cm
- **Two models** to choose from - use in upper section (722) or lower section (720) of wardrobes

Easy and safe to use, promotes functionality, participation and independence
Height Adjustable Lifting Systems

Everyday Living Solutions

Assistive Technology creating accessible, adaptable living & working environments

Home/ Senior Living/ SDA/ Living with a Disability/ Healthcare/ Education/ Community/ Workplace

Height Adjustable Wall Cabinet Lifts are available in different models and various sizes

Baselift Series of height adjustable worktop lifts are available in FLOOR mounted or WALL mounted systems. Various sizes and configurations include STRAIGHT or CORNER models and Plusmodules for extended length/widths

Height Adjustable Worktop Lifts can integrate sinks, cooktops & draw systems

Sidelift 6400 Height adjustable worktop lift - a UNIQUE system that enables cabinets to be installed underneath the entire worktop or certain sections - providing adaptability and accessibility
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